Vision
We are deeply convinced that long term economic development can be achieved only
by integrating extensively social and environmental issues.
By bringing in its know-how and many years of experience, Global21 wants to
contribute actively to the concretisation and implementation of sustainable
development in industrial and developing countries.

Principles
We are deeply attached to the principles of transparency and good governance.
Participation is an integrated part of the company’s policy.

Commitment
Global21 is committed to providing excellent consultancy services for its
clients and to promoting Quality and Corporate Social Responsibility through
its activities.
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Our Services

Our Fields of Intervention

Global21 Consulting offers you custom-tailored advisory services adapted for
your specific needs and objectives:

Global21 Consulting is an internationally operating company providing consultancy services at the
interfaces of environment, climate change, economy and development.
Our interventions focus particularly on the fields:
Environmental policy

Technical consulting

Climate change and adaptation

Project management

Green economy

Strategic consulting

Development policy

Organizational development

Sustainable business development, CSR and Global Compact

Evaluation of programmes and public policies
Moderation

Urban and industrial environment

Capacity development and training

Eco-technologies, eco- efficiency and environmental management

Country risk analysis

Business and conflict management

Change management

REACH and management of chemicals

Stakeholder management

Our Customers
Global21 is based near Toulouse in France and operates in Europe,
Latin America, Africa and Asia.

Global21 advises development organizations in all issues related to
environment, climate change, sustainable business development and
development policy.
Global21 acts on behalf of national, European and international environmental
authorities in all issues related to environment, climate change and green economy.
Global21 assists companies and economic associations in their efforts to achieve sustainable
economic development. We accompany your activities at international level, particularly in transition
and developing countries.

Josef SEITZ
Director of Global21
International Expert in Environment,
Economy and Sustainable Development

Josef Seitz works since 1991 as international
expert in the fields of environment and
sustainable economic development.
From 1996 to 2000 Josef Seitz advises the
Moroccan Ministry for Environment as
environment expert for the German technical
cooperation GIZ (GTZ).
From 2000 to 2004 he works for GIZ (GTZ) in
Argentina
as
programme
manager,
sustainable development expert
and
teamleader at the "Urban and industrial
environment programme".
In 2005 Josef Seitz is nominated Regional
Coordinator for France of the Life
Environment Programme of the European
Commission.
In 2006 Josef Seitz founds Global21
Consulting and participates worldwide in
numerous missions and studies related to
environment, climate change and green
economy.

